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Executive Summary 
Today’s organizations need the ability to seamlessly build, deploy, and manage applications and services across 

on-premises, private, and public cloud environments. Windows Server, System Center and Microsoft Azure work 

together to provide a consistent, integrated platform across the entire IT infrastructure.  Throughout this paper, 

you’ll see how the deep relationships between the Windows Server, System Center, and Exchange product groups, 

ensure that customers benefit from a battle-tested, deeply integrated set of solutions that enable them to get the 

most from their investments in the platform, and ensure they deliver the best Exchange service within their IT 

infrastructures, all at better value, and with more Exchange-specific benefits, than an equivalent solution from 

VMware.  To summarize: 

Scalability & Performance 
With support for the largest hypervisor hosts, virtual machines, and failover clusters, Windows Server 2012 R2 

provides best in class scalability and proven performance for virtualizing your mission-critical Exchange 

infrastructure. 

Storage & Networking 
With a comprehensive set of integrated storage and networking capabilities, and support for the latest hardware 

innovations, Windows Server 2012 R2 provides Exchange with a flexible, high performing and highly available 

platform, at considerably reduced costs. 

Flexibility & Resiliency 
New innovations in migration capabilities provide the Exchange administrator with complete flexibility for moving 

mission-critical Exchange workloads around the virtualized environment, and now, the migrations complete faster 

than ever.  Improvements in Failover Clustering also enhance the availability of Exchange, whilst providing best in 

class support for the virtualization of Exchange DAG deployments. 

Comprehensive Management 
With System Center, Microsoft offers best-in-class management for Exchange.  From granular monitoring and 

powerful time-saving automation, through to data protection and accelerated deployment, System Center 

enables higher levels of efficiency for managing Exchange. 
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The Cloud OS 
It’s a new day in IT. There are more apps, more devices, and now, more data than ever — all driven by the rise of 

cloud computing and the use of cloud services. With these technologies playing an ever present role in businesses, 

how can IT drive more efficiency and deliver new forms of value? Microsoft’s answer is the Cloud OS, powered by 

the technologies you know; Windows Server, System Center and Microsoft Azure. 

Big data, the cloud, and bring your own device are converging technology trends that represent real opportunities 

for IT to deliver more efficiencies and new value. By responding to these opportunities, IT can reduce the cost and 

complexity of running datacenters at scale, draw insights from any data, support employees wherever they work 

across any device, and create new business apps or transform existing ones. Enabling all of this is the Cloud OS, 

our vision of the platform that drives for modern business. 

Microsoft’s strategy gives IT all the benefits of scale, speed, and agility while still protecting existing investments. 

This transforms IT into an enabler that can rapidly build and deploy apps, flexibly manage IT services, and support 

real-time analytics across all forms of data. 

This is probably not the first time you’ve been told about the amazingness of the cloud. You know the pitch: “Do 

everything you do 100x faster/better/cheaper.” And, when used appropriately, the cloud does offer great benefits: 

increased efficiency that allows IT to focus on strategic business initiatives, a flexible single platform that gives you 

room to adapt to the future, and centralized IT control even as end-user access expands. 

However, all that is called cloud may not be cloud, and not all cloud vendors are alike.  But what makes Microsoft 

different from other vendor offering you the cloud?  Microsoft has both real public cloud scale experience and a 

deep understanding of your legacy infrastructure. That's the perfect combination to provide the right cloud 

solution for you. We can adapt to your cloud roadmap and meet your business needs for compliance, security, 

and high availability. Our hybrid cloud lets you extend your IT team’s existing skills, from running on-premises 

datacenters to Microsoft Azure or a hosting service provider’s datacenter. Our experience in datacenters and cloud 

lets us offer a hybrid cloud that gives you the best of both worlds. Even better, we know that some of the first 

things you want to move to the cloud may be workloads like SQL Server, SharePoint and Exchange that are critical 

to your business activity. No other vendor understands Microsoft products and supports them better than we do.  

Ultimately, you need a partner who can run your legacy assets, as well as your new cloud assets, on an enterprise 

level and at enterprise standards. Only Microsoft has the hard-earned experience and expertise across the 

enterprise cloud landscape that you can bet your business on. 

Throughout this paper, you’ll learn about many of the capabilities within the Cloud OS, and how, when they come 

together, they provide the most feature rich, resilient, high performing platform for your key enterprise 

applications. 

To learn more about the Cloud OS, head over to the Server & Tools website. 

https://www.systemcenteradvisor.com/
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Scalability & Performance 
When it comes to Exchange, performance is of incredible importance, and with Hyper-V, Microsoft’s platform for 

virtualizing your key workloads, there are a number of capabilities that ensure that you can deliver the highest 

levels of performance and scale for your mission-critical Exchange infrastructure. 

Enterprise Class Scalability for running Exchange 
Hyper-V in Windows Server 2008 R2 supported configuring virtual machines with a maximum of four virtual 

processors and up to 64 GB of memory. However, IT organizations increasingly want to use virtualization when 

they deploy mission critical, tier-1 business applications. Large, demanding workloads such as online transaction 

processing (OLTP) databases and data warehousing and analytics typically run on systems with 16 or more 

processors and demand large amounts of memory.  Exchange itself, is a workload that can benefit from larger 

amounts of memory. 

Scalability however, goes beyond just running workloads.  Customers also need to ensure that the demands of 

workloads can be handled effectively by scalable storage and networking infrastructure, and to do so, must take 

advantage of the latest, and greatest hardware innovations. 

With Windows Server 2012, and subsequently 2012 R2, there were a number of design goals to try to address 

these challenges.  Not only do we want to enable customers to run their most demanding of applications, whilst 

providing the highest levels of performance and scale, but at the same time, we want to ensure that customers 

can provide optimal resource usage and availability across their infrastructure. 

 

Figure 1: Host, VM & Cluster Scalability in Windows Server 2012 R2 Hyper-V 

From an out and out scalability perspective, Hyper-V in Windows Server 2012 R2 greatly expands support for host 

processors and memory over Windows Server 2008 R2 Hyper-V.  When we look at the Hyper-V host itself, as you 

can see from Figure 1, Hyper-V supports up to 320 Logical Processors and 4TB of physical memory per host, 

and up to 2,048 vCPUs per host.  This is a 4x increase over Windows Server 2008 R2 Hyper-V, and means that a 

customer could, in reality, run 1,024 2-vCPU virtual machines, each with around 4GB memory, and still be within a 

supported configuration.  This scalability is immense, and ensures customers can realize the greatest value for 

their hardware investments. 
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When we think about Virtual Machines (VM) in particular, again, significant improvements have been made across 

the board, with Hyper-V now supporting VMs with up to 64 vCPUs, and 1TB memory per VM, and with the new 

VHDX virtual hard disk format, support for 64TB per VHDX file.  With each VM supporting over 250 attached 

virtual disks, that equates to storage in the region of 16PB, per virtual machine.  This is huge scale, and for Exchange 

specifically, as mentioned earlier, memory is very important.  For instance, memory on the Mailbox role is used for 

many purposes. As in prior releases of Exchange, a significant amount of memory is used for ESE database cache 

and plays a large part in the reduction of disk IO in Exchange 2013. The content indexing technology in Exchange 

2013 also uses a large amount of memory. The remaining large consumers of memory are the various Exchange 

services that provide either transactional services to end-users or handle background processing of data.  Having 

the ability to create VM’s with larger amounts of memory is therefore key.  It’s important to note, that unlike 

competitors in this space, this level of scale isn’t restricted to a particular edition of Windows Server – on the 

contrary, it’s available in every edition, including our free download, Hyper-V Server 2012 R2. 

Earlier, we briefly discussed how customers are demanding higher levels of availability and resiliency for their key 

virtualized workloads.  With Windows Server and Hyper-V, the foundation of providing that higher level of 

availability is the Failover Cluster.  With Windows Server 2012 R2, cluster sizes have increased from a maximum of 

16 nodes in Windows Server 2008 R2, to 64 nodes in Windows Server 2012 and Windows Server 2012 R2.  This in 

turn, supports a significantly higher number of active virtual machines per cluster, up from 1,000 to 8,000.  This 

ensures customers can distribute mission-critical workloads across a greater number of physical servers, to provide 

greater levels of availability yet maintain the single management construct of the cluster.  Exchange also benefits 

directly from the innovations and improvements in Failover Clustering, as we’ll learn later in the paper. 

Performance of Exchange on Hyper-V 
As we’ve discussed, Windows Server 2012 R2 Hyper-V can scale to meet the demands of your most intensive 

workloads.  From deep integration with hardware capabilities for powerful offloading, to Network and Storage 

QoS.  All of these capabilities help to ensure that when virtualizing your key workloads, they run at their best on 

Hyper-V. 

Over the last 12-24 months, Microsoft has worked closely with Enterprise Strategy Group, who performed lab 

testing and analysis on a number of Microsoft key workloads, running virtualized on Windows Server 2012.  These 

included SQL Server, Exchange and SharePoint. 

From an Exchange-specific standpoint, ESG Lab performed hands-on testing of a virtualized tier-1 Exchange 2013 

application workload. The workload used was designed to simulate tens of thousands of Exchange users 

performing typical activities including sending and receiving e-mails, making calendar entries, updating contacts, 

and managing to-do lists. 
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Figure 2 – Graph of virtualized Exchange 2013 scalability 

As you can see from the results, an Exchange 2013 infrastructure deployed within 12 Hyper-V VMs, running on a 

single physical server, supported the I/O requirements of up to 48,000 simulated users, while average database 

read response times ranged between 5.02 and 15.31ms, well below the Microsoft recommended limit of 20 

milliseconds.  What is clear from these report, is that customers can virtualize mission-critical workloads like 

Exchange, and still achieve their goals of enterprise-class scale and performance.  For more information, you can 

read the full ESG report. 

Storage & Networking 
When it comes to a workload like Exchange, both the storage and the networking infrastructure are of incredible 

importance.  With storage specifically, since the launch of Exchange 2007, there have been significant investments 

in the Exchange architecture in respect of storage, introducing support for DAS storage, in the form of local disk, 

or JBODs (Just a Bunch of Disks), allowing customers to reduce the cost of storage for Exchange, and enabling the 

deployment of large mailboxes, at low cost.  This trend has continued with Exchange 2013, which, with new and 

improved features that reduce IOPS, enable better leveraging of higher capacity disks, better recovery options and 

more.   Windows Server 2012 R2 has taken a similar approach to that of Exchange, increasing investment in the 

support of lower cost storage hardware, such as JBODs, to decrease the overall cost of the infrastructure, whilst 

maintaining the high levels of performance and availability required by key workloads. Windows Server 2012 R2 

Hyper-V features a number of advanced storage and networking capabilities and integration points that accelerate 

performance in these areas, whilst keeping costs low, ensuring it’s the optimal platform for running a virtualized 

Exchange infrastructure. 

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/jj619301(v=exchg.150).aspx
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Enhanced Storage Capabilities 
Whilst we’ve briefly mentioned an increased investment in supporting lower cost storage hardware, it’s also 

important to call out that both Exchange, and Windows Server 2012 R2 still provide support for existing 

investments in SAN hardware.  From a Windows Server 2012 R2 perspective specifically: 

Offloaded Data Transfer – Hyper-V Offloaded Data Transfer, or ODX, is a hardware-integrated feature that allows 

for copying large amounts of data from one location to another.  Instead of the Hyper-V host spending valuable 

CPU and Memory resources to handle a large data copy between 2 locations on the SAN, the task is coordinated 

and offladed to the SAN hardware itself.  By providing support for offloaded data transfer in the Hyper-V storage 

stack, this feature makes it possible to complete these operations in a fraction of the time it would have taken 

without the support. Allowing the virtualized workload, such as Exchange, to use the semantics for offloaded data 

transfer by passing from the workload to the host hardware helps the virtualized workload operate as efficiently 

as it would in a non-virtualized environment.  The beauty of the ODX solution, is the workload itself need know 

nothing about ODX itself. 

Virtual Fiber Channel - Many enterprises have already invested in Fibre Channel SANs, deploying them within 

their datacenters to address growing storage requirements. These customers often want the ability to utilize this 

storage from within their virtual machines instead of having the storage accessible to and used only by the Hyper-

V host.  In addition, customers are looking to achieve true SAN line speed from the VMs, to the SAN.  Virtual Fibre 

Channel for Hyper-V provides the guest operating system, and subsequently the workload, such as Exchange, with 

unmediated access to a SAN by using a standard World Wide Name (WWN) that is associated with a virtual 

machine. Hyper-V lets you use Fibre Channel SANs to virtualize workloads that require direct access to SAN logical 

unit numbers (LUNs). 

New Virtual Hard Disk Format (VHDX) - With the evolution of storage systems, and the ever-increasing reliance 

on virtualized enterprise workloads, the VHD format of Windows Server needed to also evolve. The new format is 

better suited to address current and future requirements for running enterprise-class workloads, specifically: 

 Where the size of the VHD is larger than 2TB. 

 To reliably protect against issues for dynamic and differencing disks during power failures. 

 To prevent performance degradation issues on the new, large-sector (4KB) physical disks. 

As mentioned earlier, Windows Server 2012 Hyper-V introduced a significant update to the VHD format, called 

VHDX, which has much larger capacity and additional resiliency. VHDX supports up to 64TB of storage. It also 

provides additional protection against corruption from power failures by logging updates to the VHDX metadata 

structures, and it prevents performance degradation on large-sector physical disks by optimizing structure 

alignment.  This ensures that Exchange infrastructures with large mailboxes, large databases and log files can 

together, grow larger than 2TB, and still fit within a single VHDX file, without needing to manage a more complex 

disk structure, and as a side benefit, will have increased reliability and performance. 

Online Virtual Hard Disk Resize - Windows Server 2012 R2 introduces a significant improvement within Hyper-

V that allows the virtual hard disk file to be resized as needed whilst the VM is running.  You can't always predict 

when a virtual disk will need to be expanded due to new demands in capacity, but equally important is the ability 

to reclaim space if no longer required. Prior to Windows Server 2012 R2, a VM had to be shut down in order to 

expand or shrink the virtual hard disk files. Now with Windows Server 2012 R2, this is an online operation, with no 
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downtime for the workload itself. The obvious benefit to this is increased availability and better SLA compliancy, 

along with significantly improved flexibility for the Exchange admin. 

Storage Quality of Service (QoS) - Starting in Windows Server 2012 R2, Hyper-V includes the ability to set certain 

quality-of-service (QoS) parameters for storage on the virtual machines.  Storage QoS provides storage 

performance isolation in a multitenant environment and mechanisms to notify you when the storage I/O 

performance does not meet the defined threshold to efficiently run your virtual machine workloads. 

Storage QoS provides the ability to specify a maximum input/output operations per second (IOPS) value for an 

individual virtual hard disk – this could be, from an Exchange perspective, a virtual disk containing databases, or 

logs. Similar to how Network QoS can be used to limit a noisy VM in terms of network traffic and utilization, an 

administrator can throttle the storage I/O to stop a particular VM from consuming excessive storage resources 

that may impact another VM. 

Lowering Storage Costs for Exchange 
We mentioned earlier, a significant investment has been made within the architecture of Exchange, to enable 

support for high volume, low cost storage hardware, including local and JBOD storage. Storage Spaces is a 

technology in Windows and Windows Server that enables you to virtualize storage by grouping those same type 

of industry-standard, direct-attached disks into storage pools, and then create virtual disks called storage spaces 

from the available capacity in the storage pools. 

Storage Spaces enables cost-effective, highly available, scalable, and flexible storage solutions for business-critical 

(virtual or physical) deployments. Storage Spaces delivers sophisticated storage virtualization capabilities, which 

empower customers to use industry-standard storage for single computer and scalable multi-node deployments. 

It is appropriate for a wide range of customers, including enterprise and cloud hosting companies, which use 

Windows Server for highly available storage that can cost-effectively grow with demand. 

 

Figure 3 – Windows Server-based Storage Infrastructure 

As a starting point, Spaces requires DAS storage, in the form of local or directly attached via SAS, storage.  From 

here, as shown in Figure 3, these physical disks are aggregated or grouped into Storage Pools, and from the pool, 

virtual disks, or Storage Spaces,  are created.  These spaces can have an administrator-defined level of resiliency, 

from simply striping the data across the physical disks, to using mirroring or parity.  These Storage Spaces can 

be part of a standalone physical Windows Server file server, or part of a collection of connected Windows Server 

file servers in a configuration known as a Scale-Out File Server. 

Storage Spaces can automatically rebuild mirror and parity spaces in which a disk fails by using dedicated disks 

that are reserved for replacing failed disks (hot spares), or more rapidly by using spare capacity on other drives in 
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the pool. Storage Spaces also includes background scrubbing and intelligent error correction to allow continuous 

service availability despite storage component failures. In the event of a power failure or cluster failover, the 

integrity of data is preserved so that recovery happens quickly and does not result in data loss. 

Once a Storage Space is provisioned, it appears to Windows as a disk, that can be formatted with an NTFS volume 

and used for various types of data, such as Virtual Machines, or Exchange data.   

In Windows Server 2012 R2 however, there was additional functionality added to Storage Spaces.  As discussed, 

Storage Pools are the fundamental building blocks for Storage Spaces. With Windows Server 2012, Storage Pools 

can only consist of a single type of physical disk, i.e. only HDDs, or only SDDs, but not a mix.  With Windows Server 

2012 R2 however, the administrator can now combine HDDs and SSDs in the same Storage Pool, enabling the 

creation of Tiered Storage Spaces. 

 

Figure 4 – Tiered Storage Space in Windows Server 2012 R2 

As shown in figure 4, these Tiered Storage Spaces consist of an SSD tier for frequently accessed data, and a HDD 

tier for less-frequently accessed data. Storage Spaces transparently moves data at a sub-file level between the two 

tiers based on how frequently data is accessed. As a result, storage tiers can dramatically increase performance for 

the most used (“hot”) data by moving it to SSD storage, without sacrificing the ability to store large quantities of 

data on inexpensive HDDs.  This is particularly useful for IOPS-intensive Exchange servers which store their data 

either directly on the Tiered Storage Space, or whether their data resides inside a VM’s VHDX file, on the Tiered 

Storage Space. 

By combining this underlying storage technology, built into Windows Server 2012 R2, across multiple, connected 

Windows Server 2012 R2 File Servers, IT can create a Clustered File Server, or Scale-Out File Server, which provides 

high performance, resilience and a low-cost alternative to traditional SAN storage.  To connect to this SOFS, 

customers would utilize the new SMB 3.0 protocol, which provides high performance, local like speeds, simplified 

management and control, and reduced costs.  As SMB 3.0 is network based, it’s also extremely easy to integrate 

with your existing network infrastructure for maximum time to value. 

Scale-Out-File Server & SMB 3.0 - As stated earlier, to connect to this SOFS, customers would utilize the new 

SMB 3.0 protocol, which provides high performance, local like speeds, simplified management and control, and 

reduced costs.  As SMB 3.0 is network based, it’s also extremely easy to integrate with your existing network 

infrastructure for maximum time to value. 
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Figure 5 – Scale Out File Server with Hyper-V & Exchange VMs 

However, you wouldn’t just want each of your Hyper-V hosts connecting to your SOFS (clustered file servers) via 

a single network adaptor each.  You’d want to provide a level of physical resiliency and increase throughput and 

performance as much as possible.  Windows Server 2012 introduced a new feature called SMB Multichannel, part 

of the SMB 3.0 protocol, which increases the network performance and availability for File Servers.  SMB 

Multichannel allows file servers to use multiple network connections simultaneously and provides the following 

capabilities: 

 Increased throughput. The file server can simultaneously transmit more data using multiple connections 
for high speed network adapters or multiple network adapters.  

 Network Fault Tolerance. When using multiple network connections at the same time, the clients can 
continue to work uninterrupted despite the loss of a network connection.  

 Automatic Configuration: SMB Multichannel automatically discovers the existence of multiple available 
network paths and dynamically adds connections as required 

To enhance SMB performance still further, Windows Server 2012 and R2 can harness the power of Remote Device 

Memory Access (RDMA) capable NICS, through a feature known as SMB Direct, to drive even higher levels of 

performance.  SMB Direct, enables NICs to function at full speed with very low latency, while using very little CPU 

resource. For workloads such as Hyper-V or Microsoft SQL Server, this enables a remote file server to resemble 

local storage. 

RDMA capable NICs can reach speeds of 56Gb/s today, and in the near future, will reach 100Gb/s, enabling 

significant performance advantages over the costly Fibre Channel, or iSCSI alternatives. 

All of these capabilities, combined, provide a high performing, resilient and reliable storage platform for your 

Exchange VMs, at considerably lower costs than traditional storage arrays. 

For more information on the storage capabilities within Windows Server 2012 R2, you can refer to the Windows 

Server 2012 R2 Storage Whitepaper. 

http://blogs.technet.com/b/privatecloud/archive/2013/12/13/vmrole-gallery-item-exchange-server-2013.aspx
http://blogs.technet.com/b/privatecloud/archive/2013/12/13/vmrole-gallery-item-exchange-server-2013.aspx
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Enhanced Networking Capabilities 
A low performing or misconfigured networking infrastructure can have a significant impact on the success of an 

Exchange deployment.  Users rely on efficient, secure access to the Exchange Client Access Servers, which in turn 

relies on the network to communicate with the Mailbox servers.  Connectivity issues or high latency  between each 

of these components can result in a poor level of Exchange performance, which results in a poor user experience 

overall.  Windows Server 2012 R2 Hyper-V also includes a number of performance enhancements within the 

networking stack to help customers virtualize their most intensive network workloads, such as Exchange.  These 

capabilities include: 

Dynamic Virtual Machine Queue – Dynamic VMQ dynamically distributes incoming virtual machine network 

traffic processing to host cores (based on processor usage and network load). In times of heavy network load, 

Dynamic VMQ automatically recruits more cores.  In times of light network load, Dynamic VMQ relinquishes those 

same cores.  For network-intensive Exchange workloads, this increased number of host CPUs helping to process 

the network traffic, ensures that the network latency remains low, and the SQL Server performance remains high. 

SR-IOV - When it comes to virtual networking, a primary goal is native I/O throughput.  Windows Server 2012 R2 

provides the ability to assign SR-IOV functionality from physical network devices directly into virtual machines. 

 

Figure 6 – Network Traffic Flows from the VM directly to the SR-IOV capable NIC for increased performance 

As shown in Figure 6, this gives VMs the ability to bypass the software-based Hyper-V Virtual Network Switch, and 

more directly address the underying physical NIC.  As a result, CPU overhead and latency is reduced, with a 

corresponding rise in throughput, which is very useful for network-intensive virtual workloads such as Exchange.  

This is all available, without sacrificing key Hyper-V features such as virtual machine Live Migration. 

Virtual Receive Side Scaling - Prior to 10GbE networking, one modern processor was usually more than enough 

to handle the networking workload of a VM. With the introduction of 10GbE NICs, the amount of data being sent 

to and received from a VM exceeded what a single processor could effectively handle.  In the physical host, this 

challenge had a solution, namely, Receive Side Scaling (RSS). RSS spreads traffic from the network interface card 

(NIC), based on TCP flows, and to multiple processors for simultaneous processing of TCP flows.  With Windows 

Server 2012 R2 however, similar to how RSS distributes networking traffic to multiple cores in physical machines, 

vRSS spreads networking traffic to multiple VPs in each VM by enabling RSS inside the VM. With vRSS enabled, a 

VM is able to process traffic on multiple VPs simultaneously and increase the amount of throughput it is able to 
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handle.  For network-intensive Exchange instances, vRSS enables increased levels of throughput, and thus, 

increased performance 

Network QoS – IT administrators also have the ability to control, at a granular level, the network bandwidth 

allocated to a particular virtual machine.  This is important from a workload and application perspective, as you 

don’t want noisy virtual machines to use all of the available bandwidth for a particular application, thus being able 

to provide a minimal level, and also a maximum level of available bandwidth for a VM, is incredibly useful.  It allows 

IT to provide a consistent level of service for that application or workload, even under contention, and at the same 

time, restrict certain VMs from consuming all valuable resources from other VMs.  From an Exchange perspective, 

the Exchange admin needs to be able to guarantee a certain level of bandwidth to the Exchange VMs to meet 

expected service levels.  At the same time, if the Exchange VM has a performance spike, the Exchange admin also 

needs to ensure that the consumption of bandwidth doesn’t affect other VMs.  This is where Network QoS can 

help ensure that consistent performance. 

For more information on the networking capabilities within Windows Server 2012 R2, you can refer to the Windows 

Server 2012 R2 Networking Whitepaper. 

Flexibility & Resiliency 
When it comes to running enterprise workloads like Exchange, administrators need to ensure that they can take 

advantage of the underlying infrastructure as best possible, and respond quickly to changes in the environment.  

In addition, they need to ensure that in the event of a local or geographical disaster, key workloads can be 

successfully restored in a target location to reduce downtime as much as possible for that workload.  Fortunately, 

Windows Server 2012 R2 provides a number of capabilities in the box that can satisfy those requirements. 

Virtual Machine Mobility 

To maintain optimal use of physical resources and to be able to easily add new virtual machines, IT must be able 

to move virtual machines whenever necessary without disrupting the business.  This includes virtual machines 

running mission-critical workloads, such as Exchange.  The ability to move virtual machines across Hyper-V hosts 

was introduced in Windows Server 2008 R2, yet release on release, through to Windows Server 2012 R2, Microsoft 

have introduced new and powerful migration capabilities that provide complete flexibility for customers wishing 

to migrate workloads around their datacenter. 

Live Migration - Hyper-V live migration moves running virtual machines from one physical server to another with 

no impact on virtual machine availability to users.  The guest operating system of the migrating virtual machine is 

not aware that the migration is happening, so no special configuration for the guest operating system, or the 

contained workloads, such as Exchange, is needed.  With Windows Server 2012 R2, customers can migrate VMs 

faster, taking more advantage of the available network resources, including the abaility to simultaneously migrate 

multiple VMs at once. 

SMB-Based Live Migration - As we discussed earlier, In Windows Server 2012 R2 Hyper-V, you can configure a 

virtual machine so that it is stored on an SMB file share. You can then perform a live migration on this running 

virtual machine between non-clustered servers running Hyper-V, while the virtual machine’s storage remains on 

the central SMB share. This allows users to gain the benefits of virtual machine mobility without having to invest 

http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/server-cloud/solutions/software-defined-networking.aspx#fbid=eklIcEWp5f4http://download.microsoft.com/download/E/0/A/E0A3CB9E-5E76-46C1-83BD-D40FD96600E1/Windows_Server_2012_R2_Networking_White_Paper.pdf
http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/server-cloud/solutions/software-defined-networking.aspx#fbid=eklIcEWp5f4http://download.microsoft.com/download/E/0/A/E0A3CB9E-5E76-46C1-83BD-D40FD96600E1/Windows_Server_2012_R2_Networking_White_Paper.pdf
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in the clustering infrastructure if they do not need guarantees of availability in their environment. (Hyper-V with 

SMB storage can also be configured with Failover Clustering if you do require high availability).  From an Exchange 

perspective, the admin gains additional flexibility to move workloads around the Hyper-V environment, without 

reliance on expensive SAN storage 

Live Migration with Compression - With Windows Server 2012 R2, Live Migration with Compression, is enabled 

by default, and uses spare CPU cycles on the source host to compress the memory that would need to be 

transferred across to the target host.  With this capability, customers can expect to see up to a 50% reduction in 

time taken to live migrate a running virtual machine between hosts, which is particularly valuable for intensive 

workloads, like Exchange, to ensure that the migration completes as quickly as possible. 

Live Migration over SMB - Not to be confused with moving VMs whilst their virtual disks are stored on an SMB 

3.0 file share, instead, Live Migration over SMB is the second of the two performance enhancements to Live 

Migration, and utilizes technologies from the SMB protocol to accelerate live migration to an even greater extent 

than that offered by compression.  This means customers can take advantage of some of the key SMB features to 

accelerate the process, such as SMB Multichannel (for resiliency, reliability and increased bandwidth) and SMB 

Direct, for hardware offloading to RDMA-capable network hardware.  This combination provides the most resilient, 

highest performing live migration capabilities for key virtualized workloads such as Exchange. 

Storage Live Migration – With Storage Live Migration, customers can flexibly move virtual hard disks attached 

to a running virtual machine, without downtime. Through this feature, you can transfer virtual hard disks, with no 

downtime, to a new location for upgrading or migrating the underlying storage, performing backend storage 

maintenance, or redistributing your storage load.  From an Exchange perspective, it may be that the location of 

the Databases VHDX file doesn’t currently offer enough IOPS, and a relocation to SSD-based storage will provide 

increased performance.  Storage Live Migration enables the movement of the Databases VHDX drive to the new 

location, with no downtime, unlocking the increased performance when moved to the SSD storage 

Shared Nothing Live Migration - We’ve discussed Live Migration, and in addition, a number of ways that Hyper-

V in Windows Server 2012 R2 accelerates that process, using advanced technologies such as Live Migration 

Compression, and Live Migration over SMB.  We’ve also discussed the flexibility that storing your virtual disks on 

SMB shares brings, along with being able to move the virtual disks of running virtual machines, without taking the 

VM down, using Storage Live Migration.  There is however, one additional type of Live Migration, that takes the 

best of all of the key capabilities above, and combines them in such a way as to drive the migration flexibility to 

its highest, and that is Shared Nothing Live Migration.  Shared Nothing Live Migration allows the IT administrator 

to move a running virtual machine, and its virtual disk(s), from one location to another, simultaneously, with no 

downtime.  This unlocks scenarios such as VM migration from: 

 Standalone Host with Local Storage to Standalone Host with Local Storage 

 Standalone Host with Local Storage to Clustered Host with SAN Storage 

 Clustered Host with SAN Storage to a different Cluster with alternative SAN Storage 

These are just some of the flexible migration options that administrators gain through utilizing Shared Nothing 

Live Migration. 

Cross-Version Live Migration - With Windows Server 2012 R2 Hyper-V, customers can upgrade from the previous 

version, Windows Server 2012 Hyper-V, with no virtual machine downtime, enabling more seamless and efficient 

migration of those key workloads.  Note, it’s important to call out that a down-level migration is not supported. 
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With all of these migration options, it’s never been more flexible for IT and Exchange administrators to migrate 

their key workloads between hosts.  With Windows Server 2012 R2, Microsoft has made Live Migration operate at 

incredible speed, ensuring that the time to migrate large workloads is reduced, and the impact on the workload 

is kept to a minimum. 

Integrated Network Virtualization 
In order to transform your datacenter, you need to deliver your storage, compute, and networking resources as a 

shared, elastic resource pool. This datacenter-level abstraction is a critical part of Microsoft’s Cloud OS vision. 

Based on our experiences running cloud-services like Microsoft Azure, we believe that the network should adapt 

to application requirements rather than the other way round, which is a limiting factor with traditional networking 

approaches. Indeed, all infrastructure should be programmable and automated to optimize for application needs, 

be they around provisioning or operations.  

Software Defined Networking, or SDN is all about using software to make your network a pooled, automated 

resource that can seamlessly extend across cloud boundaries. This allows optimal utilization of your existing 

physical network infrastructure, agility and flexibility resulting from centralized control, and business-critical 

workload optimization from deployment of innovative network services. 

 

Figure 7 – A view of the Network Virtualization Layers 

To begin, as shown in Figure 7, Windows Server 2012 R2 delivers integrated Hyper-V Network Virtualization to 

help you abstract your applications and workloads from the physical network.  With Network Virtualization, IT can 

dramatically simplify the underlying physical network, with the key goal of ensuring that the physical Hyper-V 

hosts can communicate on a routable network.  On top of this simplified physical network, Windows Server and 

System Center combine to create VM Networks.  These VM Networks provide multi-tenant isolation while running 

on the shared physical network.  This is all done in software, without the need to use VLANs, therefore overcoming 

the cumbersome management and configuration, along with topology constraints that VLANs typically have.  In 

the example opn the previous page, you’ll note that within the respective blue and red VM networks, the VMs 

have identical IP addresses, yet Blue 10.10.10.10 will not conflict with Red 10.10.10.10, thanks to Network 

Virtualization.  To create a new VM network is just a few clicks, meaning creating and managing new environments 

for Exchange servers can be faster, and more responsive than ever, all the while maintaining the desired levels of 

isolation from other key networking assets. 

From an Exchange perspective, imagine a scenario with a service provider, providing Exchange VMs to customers.  

With Network Virtualization, Exchange Servers can be rapidly deployed for each customer, yet because they will 
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be deployed into isolated VM networks, they won’t conflict with one another, and the customers can’t connect to 

other customers’ Exchange VMs – only their own.  The same applies in a test/development environment, where 

Exchange admins and testers along with application owners request Exchange Servers, but IT don’t wish to deploy 

onto the production network.  Network Virtualization provides the isolation from production, but is accessible to 

the respective admins, testers and application owners 

Windows Server and System Center also deliver a built-in software gateway that helps bridge physical and virtual 

networks, thereby enabling frictionless mobility for your applications within and across datacenters. You can also 

extend your datacenter seamlessly into Microsoft Azure using the Microsoft Azure Virtual Network, if you have 

workloads running in Azure that need to communicate with on-premises Exchange infrastructure. 

For a more detailed overview of Network Virtualization in Windows Server 2012 R2, please refer to the Windows 

Server 2012 R2 Networking Whitepaper. 

Network Resiliency 
To increase reliability and performance in virtualized environments, Windows Server 2012 R2 includes built-in 

support for NIC Teaming.  NIC Teaming aggregates physical network adaptors into ‘Teams’ which provide 

bandwidth aggregation and failover at a NIC-level. Although NIC Teaming in Windows Server 2012 R2 is not a 

Hyper-V feature, it is important for business-critical Hyper-V environments because it can provide increased 

reliability and performance for virtual machines. 

NIC Teaming in Windows Server 2012 R2 supports a number of different teaming configurations and traffic 

distribution algorithms to provide the most flexible fit for your infrastructure needs.  With the underlying hosts 

utilizing NIC Teaming, the networks for the respective virtual machines benefit from this increased level of 

resilience, which is especially important for Exchange deployments with multiple Exchange VMs. 

Failover Clustering for VM Resiliency 
We’ve spent a significant amount of time discussing the capabilities of the Windows Server 2012 R2 platform, for 

providing flexibility for deploying an agile Exchange infrastrtucture.  Many of the capabilities that we discussed, 

focused on scenarios around planned migration or downtime, however what happens in the event of an unplanned 

outage, such as a loss of an underlying physical host?  That is where Failover Clustering, a core component of 

Windows Server 2012 R2, can provide significant benefits. 

A failover cluster is a group of independent computers that work together to increase the availability and 

scalability of clustered roles (formerly called clustered applications and services). The clustered servers (called 

nodes) are connected by physical cables and by software. If one or more of the cluster nodes fail, other nodes 

begin to provide service (a process known as failover). In addition, the clustered roles are proactively monitored 

to verify that they are working properly. If they are not working, they are restarted or moved to another node. 

With Windows Server 2012 R2, Microsoft supports the construction of Failover Clusters with up to 64 physical 

nodes, and from a virtualization perspective, 8,000 concurrently running virtual machines on top of the cluster.  

The Failover Cluster provides the VM with high availability.  If a physical host were to fail, the virtual machines 

running on that host would also go down.  This would be a disruptive outage to the VM and it’s guest OS, and 

would incur VM downtime.  However, as that physical node was part of a cluster, the remaining cluster nodes 

would coordinate the restoration of those downed VMs, starting them up again, quickly, on other available nodes 

http://download.microsoft.com/download/C/2/A/C2A36672-19B9-4E96-A1E0-8B99DED2DC77/ESG_Windows_Server_2012_with_Hyper-V_and%20Exchange_2013_Lab_Validation_Report.pdf
http://download.microsoft.com/download/C/2/A/C2A36672-19B9-4E96-A1E0-8B99DED2DC77/ESG_Windows_Server_2012_with_Hyper-V_and%20Exchange_2013_Lab_Validation_Report.pdf
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in the cluster.  This is automatic, and without IT admin intervention.  This ensures that workloads running on a 

cluster, have a higher level of availability than those running on standalone physical servers. 

 

Figure 8 – A Hyper-V Failover Cluster, before and after a loss of a Hyper-V physical node 

With Windows Server 2012 and 2012 R2, there have been a number of improvements within Failover Clustering 

to provide an even more robust and reliable platform for key workloads such as Exchange.  A reduced 

dependency, from a cluster perspective, on Active Directory, helps to provide more deployment and 

management flexibility, particularly in the event of a failover.  Integrated VM Monitoring looks inside a particular 

VM, at key running services, and provides an automated restart capability for that in-VM service, from outside of 

the VM.  From a VM placement perspective, when you have related virtual machines, say, a set of Exchange servers, 

perhaps part of a Database Availability Group (DAG), it may be that you wish for them to run on different 

underlying physical hosts, to ensure that if a host is lost, it doesn’t take down an entire DAG VM set – features 

such as Anti-Affinity help with this, and in the event of failover, new Failover Priority settings help to ensure 

that important VMs, such as Exchange VMs, start before less important VMs.  When hosts do fail, thanks to new 

innovations such as Dynamic Witness and Dynamic Quorum, Failover Clustering handles node failure in a more 

optimal manner, helping to ensure that key workloads can be restored on other nodes quickly, even if large 

numbers of physical nodes go down simultaneously. 

All of these capabilities, and many more we haven’t discussed, help to ensure that Hyper-V is the optimal platform 

to run your virtualized Exchange workloads.  Failover Clustering provides a robust and reliable solution, that scales 

as your business grows, and enables you to focus on your workloads, rather than the underlying physical 

infrastructure. 

To learn more about Failover Clustering, and some of the other improvements in this area, within Windows Server 

2012 R2, please refer to TechNet. 

Exchange Database Availability Groups 
The use of Failover Clustering at the Hyper-V level is designed to provide a higher level of availability for a given 

workload versus running that same workload on a single physical hardware.  Should a clustered Hyper-V host fail, 

VMs running on the failed host are automatically restarted on another Hyper-V node in the cluster. 

There are some workloads, such as Exchange, that have their own native high availability and site resilience 

solutions.  For Exchange, that solution is the Database Availability Group (DAG), which uses some components 

from Windows Server Failover Clustering.  A DAG is the base component of the high availability and site resilience 

platform built into Exchange 2013.  A DAG is a group of up to 16 Mailbox servers that host a set of databases and 

provide automatic, database-level recovery from failures that affect individual databases, networks, servers, or 

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dn265972.aspx
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sites. Any server in a DAG can host a copy of a mailbox database from any other server in the DAG. When a server 

is added to a DAG, it works with the other servers in the DAG to provide automatic recovery from failures that 

affect mailbox databases, such as a disk, network, server or site failure.  To illustrate how a DAG can provide high 

availability for your mailbox databases, consider the following example, which uses a DAG with four members, and 

a witness. This DAG is illustrated in the figure 9. 

 

Figure 9 – Exchange Database Availability Group (DAG) with 4 members 

In figure 9, the green databases are active mailbox database copies, blue databases are passive mailbox database 

copies, and the gold are lagged database copies.  It’s important to note that lagged copies are optional, and not 

required, but they are recommended as part of Exchange’s preferred architecture.  In this example, multiple 

databases are hosted on the same disk volume.  The figure shows a symmetrical DAG, with even distribution of 

the 4 databases, with 4 copies of each database, providing a powerful solution that is resilient to multiple failures. 

Consider the following scenario, using the preceding example DAG, which illustrates resilience to multiple 

failures.  Initially, all databases and servers are healthy, however, the first Exchange VM suffers a disk outage. 

 

Figure 10 – Exchange DAG with a failed disk 

Since there was an active database, DB1, running on that disk, Exchange detects this, and performs an automatic 

activation of DB1 on another Mailbox server in the DAG. 

http://download.microsoft.com/download/E/0/A/E0A3CB9E-5E76-46C1-83BD-D40FD96600E1/Windows_Server_2012_R2_Networking_White_Paper.pdf
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Figure 11 – Exchange DAG reseeding to a replaced disk 

Upon restoration or replacement of the failed disk, as shown in figure 11, a reseeding operation can begin, during 

which, the databases on the volume are reseeded to help restore the desired level the redundancy as quickly as 

possible.  Exchange 2013 includes a feature called AutoReseed which can perform this task automatically.  Once 

complete, DB1 can be activated on the first Exchange server, restoring the balanced configuration we saw earlier. 

 

Figure 12 – Exchange DAG restored to full redundancy 

As you can see, Database Availability Groups provide a powerful solution for delivering both high availability and 

site resilience.  To learn more, visit the Exchange TechNet Library. 

Combining Clusters 
For an extra level of resiliency, customers can combine both Hyper-V host-level failover clustering, in which a node 

outage results in a VM failover, with Exchange-level high availability which provides resiliency in the event of an 

Exchange-level outage.  As an example, using a 2-member Exchange DAG as our chosen Exchange HA solution, 

to build this combination, we need to construct what’s known as a guest cluster. 

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ff728623(v=exchg.150).aspx
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd638137(v=exchg.150).aspx
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Figure 13 – Combining a virtualized 2-member Exchange DAG with Hyper-V Host Clustering before and after Failover 

At the Hyper-V level, there are a number of capabilities that enhance this guest cluster approach.  Features 

discussed earlier, such as Failover Priority and Anti-Affinity help restart important Exchange VMs ahead of others, 

and also keep the different Exchange DAG member VMs apart on different Hyper-V hosts. 

As we discussed earlier, the Exchange engineering and product groups have invested heavily in the use of local or 

direct attached storage for storing important Exchange data.  From a VM perspective, this means that virtual disks 

can be attached to individual VMs and shared storage doesn’t need to be presented straight through to the VM.  

As shown in figure 13 above, the virtual disks attached to the Exchange VMs however, should be stored on shared 

physical storage, to ensure the highest levels of availability and reliability.  Storing these virtual disks on a Scale-

Out File Server would be an excellent choice, as it provides the desired levels of availability and reliability, yet also 

adheres to Exchange’s strategy for low-cost hardware. 

Integrated Cluster Maintenance 
There will come a time that the underlying physical infrastructure, that’s running your mission critical Exchange 

workloads, requires maintenance.  This could be in the form of hardware maintenance, or it could be OS-level 

patches that need to be applied at the Hyper-V layer.  The last thing that we want in that scenario, is downtime 

for those key applications and workloads, but thankfully, with Live Migration, in coordination with Cluster-Aware 

Updating, we can safely, quickly and easily patch the underlying cluster, whilst keeping the Exchange workloads 

running on top. 

Cluster-Aware Updating (CAU) is a key capability, built into Windows Server 2012 R2 that allows the IT admin to 

update clustered servers with little or no loss in availability during the update process. During an Updating Run, 

CAU transparently puts each node of the cluster into node maintenance mode, temporarily fails over the “clustered 

roles” off to other nodes, installs the updates and any dependent updates on the first node, performs a restart if 

necessary, brings the node back out of maintenance mode, fails back the original clustered roles back onto the 

node, and then proceeds to update the next node. CAU is cluster workload-agnostic, and it works great with 

Hyper-V, and a number of File Server workloads.  From a Hyper-V perspective, CAU automatically Live Migrates 

virtual machines from the physical nodes, before patching, ensuring that key virtualized workloads remain as 

continuously available as possible. 
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Figure 14 – Hyper-V Host Level Automated Maintenance with no VM-level Impact 

In our example in figure 14, at the host level, CAU will move virtual machines, running Exchange, around the Hyper-

V hosts, using Live Migration, (which is fully supported with Exchange, including DAGs) patching the nodes 

automatically. 

Our first Hyper-V host, on the right hand side, is patched, and once complete, one of our Exchange VMs is 

automatically moved over to that now-patched Hyper-V node using Live Migration.  The now empty, middle node 

is then patched, and brought up to date.  A VM is then migrated to this node from our one remaining unpatched 

left-hand node.  This process, for the hosts, then completes, all with no downtime for the VMs themselves, all the 

while maintaining our Exchange DAG on top. 
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Exchange Support on Hyper-V 
Before customers go ahead and virtualize their Exchange infrastructure, it’s important to know what is, and isn’t 

supported. 

Exchange 

Version 

Running on the following 

Windows Server Guest Operating Systems 

Supported on 

Hyper-V 

Supports 

Exchange DAG 

Exchange 2007 SP3 2003 SP2, 2003 R2 SP2, 2008 SP2, 2008 R2 SP1 Yes CCR/SCC1 

Exchange 2010 SP3 2008 SP2, 2008 R2 SP1, 20122 Yes Yes 

Exchange 2013 SP1 2008 R2 SP1, 2012, 2012 R23 Yes Yes 

Table 1 – Exchange Support by Version, Operating System and Virtualization/Guest High Availability 

1Microsoft supports Exchange cluster continuous replication (CCR) and single copy clusters (SCC) in hardware virtualization environments, provided that the 

virtualization environment does not include any hypervisor-based clustering or migration solutions (for example, Hyper-V Live Migration or VMware ESX vMotion) 

that are configured to automatically failover or move clustered mailbox servers that are running as guest machines between root servers 

2Microsoft supports Exchange 2010 on Windows Server 2012 with Exchange 2010 SP3 only.  3Microsoft supports Exchange 2013 on Windows Server 2012 R2 with 

Exchange 2013 SP1 only. 

 

As you can see from the table 1, a number of Exchange versions are supported virtualized on Hyper-V, providing 

you adhere to the supported guest operating system to run that particular version of Exchange.  All 3 of the most 

recent versions of Exchange are supported on Hyper-V, and in addition, support the use of their respective high 

availability features on a Hyper-V host(s), with 2 small caveats – Exchange 2007 does not support the combination 

of Exchange-level high availability with hypervisor-level high availability and migration solutions.  In addition, the 

only version of Exchange that is supported to run on Windows Server 2012 R2 as a native OS, is Exchange 2013 

with SP1. 

Exchange 

Version 

Supporting 

Documentation 

Exchange 2007 Hardware & Software Requirements, Hardware Virtualization Support 

Exchange 2010 Hardware & Software Requirements, Hardware Virtualization Support 

Exchange 2013 Hardware & Software Requirements, Hardware Virtualization Support 

Table 2 – Supporting Documentation for the virtualization of Exchange by Version 

In table 2, you’ll find links to the respective support statements online, as well as specific virtualization guidance.  

As you can see, Microsoft provides comprehensive support for the virtualization of Exchange, along with 

supporting the integrated high availability features and capabilities within Exchange itself, providing customers 

with a high level of confidence when virtualizing this workload. 

http://blogs.technet.com/b/exchange/archive/2014/04/21/the-preferred-architecture.aspx
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc794548(v=EXCHG.80).aspx
http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/server-cloud/cloud-os/default.aspx
http://blogs.technet.com/b/privatecloud/archive/2013/10/16/exchange-server-2013-cu2-service-templates-for-virtual-machine-manager-series.aspx
http://download.microsoft.com/download/0/1/C/01C728DF-B1DD-4A9E-AC5A-2C565AA37730/Windows_Azure_Pack_White_Paper.pdf
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ee758046(v=exchg.150).aspx
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Comprehensive Management 
So we’ve spent a considerable amount of time discussing the virtualizing of the key workloads, but with System 

Center, IT admins can benefit from granular control and improved efficiency when it comes to deployment, 

maintenance, and protection. 

Now before we start to look at some of the System Center capabilities in more detail, it’s important we understand 

at a high level, the key System Center components that play a part in managing the datacenter.  Firstly, we have 

Virtual Machine Manager, which provides the IT administrators the ability to manage the hypervisor hosts, along 

with the VMs and services on top.  It provides complete control of the virtualized infrastructure and centralizes all 

of the key management tasks and provides significant integration points specifically for SQL Server. 

For organizations exploring Private Clouds, self-service becomes an important consideration as a way to provide 

end users, and application owners with the ability to consume IT infrastructure, in a controlled and abstracted way. 

App Controller provides a common self-service experience that can help you easily configure, deploy, and 

manage virtual machines and services across private and public clouds.  These could be private clouds on your 

premises, on a service provider premises, or Microsoft Azure public clouds. 

We then think about monitoring.  How does IT gain insight into the infrastructure, both at the fabric, and the 

application layers?  Well, Operations Manager provides infrastructure monitoring that is flexible and cost-

effective, helps ensure the predictable performance and availability of vital applications, and offers comprehensive 

monitoring for your datacenter and cloud, both private and public. 

Service Manager provides an integrated platform for automating and adapting your organization’s IT service 

management best practices, such as those found in Microsoft Operations Framework (MOF) and Information 

Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL). It provides built-in processes for incident and problem resolution, change 

control, and asset lifecycle management.  It also provides a rich self-service portal for requesting access to 

resources that could then be consumed through App Controller. 

Orchestrator is a workflow management solution for the data center. Orchestrator lets you automate the creation, 

monitoring, and deployment of resources in your environment.  It helps IT to automate key tasks and processes, 

along with integrating both Microsoft and non-Microsoft systems, platforms and applications, to increase 

efficiencies within the environment. 

Data Protection Manager (DPM) enables disk-based and tape-based data protection and recovery for servers 

such as Exchange, SQL Server, SharePoint, virtual servers, file servers, and support for Windows desktops and 

laptops. DPM can also centrally manage system state and Bare Metal Recovery (BMR). 

Finally, the Windows Azure Pack is a collection of Microsoft Azure technologies available to Microsoft customers 

at no additional cost.  Once installed in your datacenter, the Windows Azure Pack integrates with System Center 

and Windows Server to help provide an alternative  self-service portal for managing services such as websites, 

Virtual Machines, and Service Bus; a portal for administrators to manage resource clouds; scalable web hosting; 

and more. 
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Exchange Monitoring & Insight 
Monitoring is a key component for any successful deployment of Exchange.  In previous releases of Exchange, the 

Exchange administrator relied heavily on tools such as System Center Operations Manager, to collect important 

data about the health and availability of Exchange, and provide task-specific guidance and actions based on the 

collected data.  With Exchange 2013 however, a new capability was introduced, known as Managed Availability.  

Managed Availability is a monitoring and recovery infrastructure that is integrated with Exchange’s high availability 

solution. Managed Availability detects and recovers from problems as they occur and as they are discovered.  

Managed Avaiability is user-focused, and measures 3 key aspects – availability, experience (latency), and errors. 

All Exchange 2013 components have built-in monitors that detect problems and attempt to recover the service 

availability. Any issues that can't be recovered automatically are escalated, in this case, to System Center 

Operations Manager. 

Through System Center Operations Manager, those with a vested interest in the Exchange infrastructure can utilize 

the rich portal to gain insight into valuable health information of the Exchange environment.  Operations Manager 

however, can’t monitor Exchange, or other key workloads, straight out of the box.  System Center Operations 

Manager gains the ability to monitor specific applications and workloads through the importing of a key 

component known as a management pack.  Management packs contain the deep levels of knowledge and 

monitoring insight on the health, performance and availability of a particular application or workload.  This could 

be a Microsoft-developed workload, such as Exchange, or a 3rd party workload.  With Microsoft workloads, these 

management packs are developed by Microsoft, however customers and partners can take advantage of a number 

of tools in order to construct their own management packs to monitor their own specific applications. 

The Microsoft-developed management packs are available at no cost, and are designed, engineered and delivered 

by the teams that craft the workload itself, thus the knowledge and deep level of insight within the System Center 

Management Pack for Exchange 2013, has come from the same group designing, developing and delivering 

Exchange itself.  This is a significant advantage over other monitoring solutions that exist in the industry. 

The Management Pack for Exchange 2013 provides granular Exchange monitoring, across component health (such 

as Hub Transport health), customer touch point health (such as “is OWA working”), clustered scenarios, as well as 

dependencies monitoring (“is Active Directory healthy”). Monitoring covers primarily availability and performance 

scenarios, and alerts will only arise in Operations Manager, if Exchange hasn’t been able to self-heal itself.  The key 

feature of this management pack is user focused monitoring. The simplified dashboard focuses on the user 

experience and makes it easier for you quickly determine exactly what your users are experiencing.  

 

Figure 15 – The 3 key views provided by the Exchange Management Pack 

As shown in figure 15, there are 3 main views that the management pack provides.  The Active Alerts view shows 

you all the alerts that are raised and are currently active in your Exchange organization. You can click on any alert 

and see more information about the alert in the details pane. This view is essentially providing you with a Yes/No 

answer for "is there anything wrong in my Exchange deployment?" Each alert corresponds to one or more issues 
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for a particular health set within the Exchange environment. Also, depending on the particular issue, there may be 

more than one alert raised. 

If the IT administrator sees an alert in the Active Alerts view, the first thing they’d be advised to do is check the 

Organization Health view. This is the primary source of information for the overall health of your organization. It 

gives you specifically what is impacted in your organization like Active Directory Sites and Database Availability 

Groups. 

 

Figure 16 – Operations Manager monitoring Exchange with a view of Organization Health 

Finally, the Server Health view provides details about individual servers in your organization. Here you can see 

the individual health of all your servers. Using this view, the IT admin can narrow down any issues to a particular 

server. 

 

Figure 17 – Operations Manager monitoring Exchange with a view of Server Health 

With this Management Pack, the Exchange engineering and product teams are sharing knowledge and experience 

from managing the Office 365 environment, with its extreme demands on availability and performance. This 

enables Exchange and IT admins to benefit from vast experience, and helps to ensure that all alerts are relevant, 

and provide incredibly valuable remediation guidance for issues. 

 

Figure 18 – Health Explorer providing links to online information for a specific issue 

As shown in figure 18, within this remediation guidance, the Exchange team also provides links to vast repositories 

of online material, ensuring you’re armed with all the information you need to remediate any issues, fast. 

For more detail on the System Center Management Pack for Exchange, please visit the Management Pack Guide. 

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ff728623(v=exchg.150).aspx
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ff728623(v=exchg.150).aspx
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Exchange Configuration Guidance 
With System Center Advisor, both Exchange and IT administrators alike can benefit from a free cloud based service, 

that provides best practice configuration guidance for both Exchange, Windows Server, Hyper-V and a number of 

other workloads.  The information provided by System Center Advisor can be very complimentary to the 

information provided by the Exchange-specific tools, such as the Exchange 2013 Server Role Requirements 

Calculator. 

System Center Advisor will proactively scan your chosen servers, and compere the current configuration with it’s 

huge database of best practice guidance and configuration optimizations, built up from literally thousands of 

hours of customers support engagements.  From this, it will suggest specific configuration changes to optimize 

performance.  Changes could be related to a missing patch, a specific application flag, or an OS setting, to name 

but a few.  These configuration alerts are centralized either into the web console, or, for customers with an 

investment in Operations Manager, centralized right within Operations Manager, alongside health and 

performance alerts for your other applications and services. 

 

Figure 19 – System Center Advisor providing Exchange specific configuration alerts 

When a particular alert is selected, you benefit from detailed, focused knowledge and remediation guidance that 

is specific to the workload in question, in this case, Exchange.  In addition, where appropriate, you’re provided 

links to relevant KB articles that may have been published that relate to this specific problem.  As Advisor is using 

a live database of resources and guidance, that is being added to all the time, you’ll find more relevant information 

than you’ll find just through KBs online. 

 

Figure 20 – System Center Advisor providing Exchange specific configuration alerts 

http://download.microsoft.com/download/9/4/A/94A15682-02D6-47AD-B209-79D6E2758A24/Windows_Server_2012_R2_Storage_White_Paper.pdf
http://download.microsoft.com/download/9/4/A/94A15682-02D6-47AD-B209-79D6E2758A24/Windows_Server_2012_R2_Storage_White_Paper.pdf
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All of this helps to ensure that your infrastructure is optimally configured, any problems that do arise, can be 

resolved quickly, and efficiently.  For more information on System Center Advisor, please visit the System Center 

Advisor landing page. 

Exchange Automation 
As mentioned earlier, with System Center Orchestrator, IT admins, along with the Exchange admins themselves, 

can save time and effort, along with providing improved standardization and consistency, through the use of 

automated runbooks.  For the Exchange admin in particular, there are a number of manual tasks that eat into 

valuable time, from specific mailbox management and maintenance tasks, through to a more general set of 

Exchange actions that perhaps require a certain order to execute. 

For customers wishing to automate key tasks within the Exchange environment, Microsoft provide, free of charge, 

a set of Integration Packs for System Center Orchestrator.  Integration packs contain a number of pre-defined 

activities that enable you to design runbooks in Orchestrator that use activities performed by other System Center 

components, other Microsoft products, and third party products. Once imported, these IPs allow the automation 

of key tasks within the Exchange infrastructure, helping to reduce the time wasted on manual activities. 

 

Figure 21 – Exchange Admin Integration Pack Activities for System Center Orchestrator 

There are 2 IPs that are available for Exchange.  The first, as shown in figure 21, is an administrator-focused IP, 

which aims at automating many of the common admin-level activities that may be performed in the Exchange 

environment.  These activities include moving a mailbox, creating or deleting mailboxes and more. 

 

Figure 22 – Exchange User Integration Pack Activities for System Center Orchestrator 

Additionally, the Exchange User Integration Pack, as shown in figure 22, facilitates the automation of user-centric 

tasks, such as actions to send email messages, create appointments, or update tasks.  The activities from these 

Integration packs can be combined in such a way to construct workflows, or runbooks. 

 

http://blogs.technet.com/b/exchange/archive/2013/05/14/released-exchange-2013-server-role-requirements-calculator.aspx
http://blogs.technet.com/b/exchange/archive/2013/05/14/released-exchange-2013-server-role-requirements-calculator.aspx
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Figure 23 – An example runbook for Exchange administration with System Center Orchestrator 

As you can see from the runbook in figure 23, mailbox data is retrieved, which could come from a form that a user 

has completed, to request additional mailbox capacity, or ask to be able to send larger emails.  The user’s details 

are extracted from this information to find the appropriate mailbox in Exchange. The runbook then triggers the 

appropriate update to the user’s mailbox, and email’s them on completion of the task.  The beauty of such a 

solution, is that it dramatically reduces the time wasted on manual tasks, requires minimal to no scripting, and can 

decrease the administrative overheads considerably. 

You can learn more about the Exchange Integration Packs for the Admin and User on TechNet. 

Exchange Service Management 
With IT Admins now able to automate many common Exchange tasks with Orchestrator, much of the time wasted 

on repetitive manual tasks can be eliminated.  However, many of those now-automated tasks do not necessarily 

require IT to trigger them.  Through integration with Service Manager, IT can establish a self-service front end 

where Exchange administrators, administrative users across different departments, or even end users themselves, 

can request specific changes or functionality from IT, that IT can then deliver via a series of automated runbooks. 

Through this IT as a Service, IT can use Service Manager to define a menu of offerings, or Service Offerings as they 

are known in Service Manager terms, and within these Service Offerings, specific Request Offerings define requests 

that the consumers can make.  These are held in a rich Service Catalog and are only exposed to the specific users 

who should be able to see them. 

 

Figure 24 – Service Manager Self-Service Portal 

If we take an common task in the Exchange world, this may be increasing the size of a mailbox if a user is near 

capacity.  The user could access the self-service portal within Service Manager, as shown in figure 24, and from 

there, completes a form that IT have defined, which captures the user’s relevant information, such as the size that 

they’d like their mailbox to grow to, along with perhaps, a business justification.  Once submitted, the request is 

routed automatically to the correct recipient, such as an Exchange administrator, who has the ability to approve 

or reject the request.  Should the request be approved, through integration between Service Manager, 

Orchestrator and Exchange, Service Manager automatically triggers the appropriate ‘Increase mailbox size’ 

runbook that IT have constructed.  This runbook takes in information from the form, such as the desired size, but 

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/jj619303(v=exchg.150).aspx
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ff728623(v=exchg.150).aspx
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also pulls information about the user who submitted the form, automatically, to ensure the correct mailbox is 

increased in size.  This runbook executes, triggers the modification in Exchange, and can automate an email 

delivery to the end user, informing them of their new mailbox size. 

This is just one example of the flexible approach that the combination of technologies can take to provide an 

integrated solution for IT Service Management and Exchange. 

Exchange Protection 
We’ve spent a considerable amount of time looking at how we can monitor, configure and automate Exchange, 

however, what happens in the event of a failure?  We talked about clustering earlier, both Hyper-V-level, and 

Exchange-level, but what about if we need to restore Exchange data after an unrecoverable loss?  For that, we 

need to think about backup. 

With Data Protection Manager, Microsoft provide a solution to protect key Exchange servers, SharePoint, SQL 

Servers, and Hyper-V VMs, along with the core Windows Server OS, all from the same single agent.  When running 

Exchange inside a Hyper-V virtual machine, not only can the administrator protect at the VM level, working with 

both the Hyper-V and Exchange VSS writers to coordinate the backup, but additionally, IT administrators can place 

an agent inside the Exchange VMs and gain a more granular, centralized level of backup for the Exchange Servers 

too. 

 

Figure 25 – Data Protection Manager protecting key Exchange data 

As discussed earlier, Exchange includes native data protection, a set of features that, when deployed and 

configured correctly, can eliminate the need to make traditional backups of your data. Although the Exchange 

built-in native data protection can be enough for some organizations, there are situations where traditional backup 

still makes sense. And this is where Data Protection Manager (DPM) can help, since it was designed to provide 

specific protection for Exchange and other Microsoft workloads. DPM provides continuous data protection for 

Exchange Server 2007, 2010 and 2013, through disk-to-disk, disk-to-tape and disk-to-cloud technologies. DPM 

supports protection of standalone mailbox databases, active and passive databases in a Database Availability 

Group (DAG) in Exchange 2010 and 2013, as well as continuous replication (LCR, CCR and SCR) in Exchange 2007. 

Whilst the native Exchange protection capabilities are efficient, and provide a cost effective solution for DR, 

recovery of deleted items, long term data storage, and point-in-time database snapshots, there are a number of 
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scenarios where Exchange’s native protection mechanisms may not be enough.  These include application errors, 

logical corruptions, security breaches and malware. 

There are a number of other benefits in combining DPM’s backup capabilities with DAGs, for instance, DPM offers 

a simple and easy to sue GUI to perform point-in-time recoveries, minimizing complexity and time for restoration.  

In addition, deploying DAGs requires additional servers to hold the active mailbox, along with the passive and 

lagged mailbox copies, and even more would be required if you are looking to provide offsite native backup and 

recovery.  With DPM, offsite backup and point in time restorations can be handled via DPM, and DAGs can be 

utilized for high availability.  DPM can also be useful in providing loer-term retention, and helps to align Exchange 

backup with backup of other key workloads in the environment. 

DPM provides a scalable solution for the protection of Exchange.  With support for up to 80TB of data per DPM 

server, along with support for up to 20 DAG nodes and 10,000 mailboxes per DPM server, it’s clear that DPM can 

scale to meet the needs of larger enterprises, as well as providing a powerful, easy to use solution for smaller 

customers.  Flexiblility is also paramount, with DPM providing the ability to restore a mailbox database, or 

individual mailbox, to an original or different location.  In addition, protection of Exchange data can occur as often 

as every 15 minutes, and offers near zero data loss recovery when incorporating recovery via transaction logs. 

DPM provides a fully integrated solution for protecting key Exchange data, reliably, and provides the ability to 

quickly restore in the event of an outage, from disk, tape, or cloud. 

Accelerating Exchange Deployment 
Aside from monitoring, automating and protecting, System Center can also provide considerable value when it 

comes to provisioning key workloads like Exchange, within virtualized environments.  Virtual Machine Manager 

(VMM) enables IT to define granular service templates, that contain the necessary configuration information to 

enable a standardized, repeatable deployment of virtual machines, and applications.  In this case, not only will the 

service template deploy the base Windows Server OS inside a VM, but it will also automatically install Exchange 

Server 2013 CU2, with minimal post-installation tasks left to complete to configure the unique settings for your 

environment. 

Exchange however, isn’t typically seen as an application that you’ll be regularly deploying within the environment, 

so what are the real benefits of using these granular templates?  Well, if you are “the Exchange person” and you 

want to have the ability to easily provision a live environment to perhaps validate change management work such 

as security updates, then these service templates can be incredibly useful. If you are a service provider and among 

all the many items you need to manage, provisioning Exchange for new tenants is one of them, then again, service 

templates can provide significant advantages here.  If you are a developer and you need to manage a virtual 

sandbox environment based on Exchange for testing your latest innovation, service templates can help.  If you are 

“on the server team” and your round table discussion on DR uncovered that rebuilding from scratch takes too 

long, or you want to provision 20 additional HA servers at a departmental scope within VM’s as a “just in case”, 

again, service templates can help. 
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Figure 26 – Multi-Tier Service Template for deploying Exchange in Virtual Machine Manager 

As you can see from figure 26, service templates can reflect a single-server or a multi-server architecture, with the 

latter being shown in the figure.  In this case also, you’ll see that VMM will deploy 2 VMs for each tier, providing 

resilience at each level of the deployment. 

VMM doesn’t have any built-in integration with Exchange, however it has deep integration with scripting, meaning 

you can incorporate pre-and post installation scripts, and in addition, define command line control and parameters 

to drive automated tasks via the command line, and that’s what’s happening with the Exchange deployment here. 

 

Figure 27 – Support for attaching installation/configuration scripts to templates in Virtual Machine Manager 

VMM, as you can see in figure 27, allows the IT admin to define an executable, and parameters, to automate the 

deployment of Exchange in the same way as if you were deploying it manually from the command line yourself.  

Instead, this time, VMM is triggering this for you, after it’s already deployed the VHDX to the target host, domain 

joined the OS, and then executed the script to install Exchange itself. 

Once deployed, the Exchange admins have a number of options in order to communicate, and integrate with that 

Exchange server.  IT may choose to provide direct RDP access to the virtualized OS, or alternatively, they may 

simply use a remote management console to connect to Exchange over the network.  There may be times however, 

where IT wants to isolate these virtualized Exchange workloads, upon which the use of a secure, rich, self-service 

portal, can be very useful. 

With System Center App Controller, IT can provide delegated, controlled access to a rich, Silverlight based portal, 

where the admins can only see, and access the resources they have been delegated. 
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Figure 28 – A cloud, created for and delegated to the Exchange team using App Controller 

In this case, as you can see from figure 28, the admin only has access to their specific Exchange cloud, of which 

they have a finite amount of capacity to utilize for their Exchange VMs.  This allows IT to efficiently control usage 

of the underlying fabric and presents the admin with a clear representation of what they have, and what they are 

using. 

 

Figure 29 – A set of deployed Exchange VMs within the Exchange cloud, viewed via App Controller 

Within the clouds, the admin can deploy as many VMs, typically from templates, as they can fit within their capacity 

limit, but IT can also restrict the actions that the Exchange admins can perform against those VMs.  For instance, 

an admin may be allowed to deploy new VMs, from templates, but they may not be able to stop VMs.  Finally, the 

Exchange admin has the ability to console access their VM, without the VM needing to be on the corporate 

management network, which means the IT team can maintain their isolation, and the admin can have a rich, full 

fidelity experience when administering their Exchange Servers. 

To learn more about the Exchange 2013 CU2 Service Template for Virtual Machine Manager, visit the Building 

Clouds blog. 

Delivering Exchange as a Service with the Windows Azure 

Pack 
As mentioned earlier, the Windows Azure Pack is a collection of Microsoft Azure technologies available to 

Microsoft customers at no additional cost.  Once installed in your datacenter, the Windows Azure Pack integrates 

with System Center and Windows Server to help provide an alternative, rich and intuitive self-service portal for 

managing services such as websites, Virtual Machines, Databases and Service Bus; a portal for administrators to 

manage resource clouds; scalable web hosting; and more. 

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/jj614529.aspx
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/jj614529.aspx
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One of the fundamental capabilities provided by the Windows Azure Pack, is Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS).  As 

an IT Administrator, you can use System Center 2012 R2 Virtual Machine Manager in combination with the 

Windows Azure Pack to provide tenants, end users, or application owners, with the ability to create virtual 

machines with specific operating systems and applications already installed, and thus deliver to them, 

Infrastructure as a Service. 

To enable this, the IT Administrator can create Virtual Machine Role templates. Tenants, or end users, can use 

these templates to create Virtual Machine Roles for deployment into the infrastructure.  To be more specific, think 

about an IT Administrator creating an Exchange VM Role Template.  This VM Role Template would not only contain 

the appropriate guest operating system, such as Windows Server 2012 R2, but in addition, would have a specific 

configuration attached to it, to enable certain roles and features of the operating system at deployment time, and 

would also contain the appropriate files and configuration data to perform a fresh deployment of Exchange, on 

top of this guest operating system.  Each time an Exchange admin requests a new ‘Exchange VM Role’ from this 

template, the Windows Azure Pack, in conjunction with System Center, orchestrates the deployment in a 

completely automated fashion, based on minimal data entry from the Exchange admin.  The end result?  The 

Exchange admin, end user, or application owner is provisioned with a new Exchange-enabled virtual machine, in 

which they can access, and start working with, without having to install and configure Exchange themselves. 

 

Figure 30 – Gallery Items in the Windows Azure Pack 

These templates are presented to the end user, in this case, the Exchange admin, within the Windows Azure Pack, 

in the form of a gallery.  This gallery lists the templates that have been made available to that particular user, and 

as you can see in figure 30, this particular user not only has the ability to deploy standard Windows Server images, 

but also customized (IIS, AD) Windows Servers, along with Windows Servers with particular applications configured 

within the image, such as Exchange, SharePoint, Lync, SQL Server, and even Oracle. 

The admin can complete a simple wizard, entering information relating to the desired virtual machine itself, such 

as name, network, domain join etc., along with specific workload-related information, such as an Organization 

name.  Upon clicking submit, the Windows Azure Pack, along with System Center 2012 R2 Virtual Machine 

Manager, coordinate, orchestrate and automate the quick and streamlined deployment of that new Exchange 

virtual machine for the admin.  To accelerate population of your VM Role gallery, Microsoft publishes a portfolio 

of Microsoft and Partner-produced gallery items that can be centrally downloaded for use in the Windows Azure 

Pack via the Microsoft Web Platform Installer. 
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Figure 31 – Monitoring the performance of a deployed workload within the Windows Azure Pack 

Once the VM has been deployed, the Exchange admin has the ability to view performance metrics and usage data 

for their respective VMs, along with a number of VM-related controls, such as starting and stopping, restarting, 

and also, connecting to the VM, either via RDP over the network, or if the VM is operating in a disconnected or 

isolated environment, using the Hyper-V console connection capability to administer the OS, and Exchange 

instance. 

As you can see, the Windows Azure Pack provides a rich, intuitive experience for the delivery of Exchange VMs on 

a shared fabric.  For smaller environments, who rarely require additional Exchange VMs, nor spin up new Exchange 

environments for testing, the Windows Azure Pack may offer less value, but to Service Providers, larger enterprises, 

or organizations deploying a more frequent cadence of Exchange instances, the ability to deploy pre-packaged 

services is incredibly powerful. 

For more information on the Windows Azure Pack, read the Windows Azure Pack whitepaper. 

VMware Comparison 
Throughout this paper, we’ve seen a number of compelling reasons as to why Windows Server 2012 R2 and System 

Center 2012 R2 provide the optimal platform for running key, mission-critical workloads like Exchange.  From the 

scalability, performance and rich enterprise feature-set offered by Hyper-V, to the comprehensive management 

capabilities for deploying, managing and maintaining Exchange with System Center, it’s clear that the Microsoft 

platform offers considerably more that key competitors.  When we compare specifically with VMware, this 

becomes even more evident. 

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/jj126252(v=exchg.141).aspx
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Virtualization Comparison 

 

Table 3 – Comparing Hyper-V and VMware vSphere for Virtualizing Exchange 

Only Hyper-V provides the enterprise class scalability, such as support for 64 vCPUs, in all editions, unlike VMware, 

which restrict that luxury to only the highest edition, vSphere 5.5 Enterprise Plus.  The scalability Hyper-V provides 

ensures that customers can run their largest scale up, and scale out workloads with confidence. 

We at Microsoft also know it’s important to prove that our enterprise workloads run well, in fact, run best on the 

Microsoft platform, which is why we work with 3rd parties to rigorously test, and publish performance reports that 

give our customers confidence in virtualizing the workloads.  We don’t rely on aging reports like VMware, who 

have reports running legacy versions of the workload, on legacy versions of their platform, whereas with Microsoft, 

we provide the latest shipping workloads, on the latest platforms, to ensure you can make a decision based on 

the most up to date and relevant information. 

With Windows Server 2012 R2, Microsoft is also bringing to market solutions that allow customers to re-evaluate 

storage, particularly for enterprise workloads.  With Storage Spaces, Tiering, SMB 3.0, SMB Multichannel, SMB 

Direct, and the new Scale-Out-File-Server, Microsoft is bringing to market a solution that provides incredible 

performance, combined with the simplicity and flexibility of management.  VMware’s equivalent storage 

virtualization capabilities, namely Virtual SAN, are today relatively unproven at scale, and primarily aimed at Tier-

2/Tier-3 workloads. 

From a networking perspective, again, Microsoft’s key network performance capabilities are in the box, without 

the need for the highest SKU, expensive add-ons or additional products.  Our performance-enhancing network 

capabilities, like SR-IOV, can provide a significant boost to performance of workloads like Exchange, yet don’t 

mean you have to lose agility in the form of Live Migration.  That’s something that can’t be said of VMware, who, 

when SR-IOV is enabled, force customers to sacrifice vMotion.  

At Microsoft, we’re always striving to make things faster, more efficient, and deliver higher performance, and whilst 

VMware stopped innovating around their vMotion technology, we knew we could provide more capability, better 

performance for Live Migration to reduce the impact on the running workload.  Live Migration with Compression, 

and Live Migration over SMB, enhanced with SMB Direct are perfect examples of those enhancements to which 

VMware has no equivalent, and best of all, it’s included in all editions of Hyper-V, meaning organizations large 

and small can take advantage. 

We also touched on Network Virtualization, as a mechanism to take control of the network, manage through 

software, and deliver new networks, for isolation, development & test etc., on demand.  With Hyper-V Network 

Virtualization, everything you need is in the box with Windows Server & System Center.  With VMware, you need 

http://blogs.technet.com/b/privatecloud/archive/2013/10/16/exchange-server-2013-cu2-service-templates-for-virtual-machine-manager-series.aspx
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to navigate their portfolio like a minefield, and then decide how to connect the dots of acquired and in-house 

developed technologies.  With Microsoft, our strategy is clear, and benefits can be realized quickly. 

We spent considerable time discussing how to provide resilience for Exchange.  Through Failover Clustering, 

Microsoft provides resilience for a virtualized Exchange infrastructure at 2 levels – firstly with the host, being able 

to failover Exchange virtual machines in the event of hardware failure, but secondly, through the integration 

between Exchange Database Availability Groups and Windows Server Failover Clustering, Exchange takes 

advantage of many of Windows Server’s new Failover Clustering capabilities, such as support the reduced Active 

Directory dependencies, and the new Dynamic Witness and Quorum capabilities. 

For a more detailed, feature level comparison of Hyper-V & vSphere, please see the Competitive Advantages of 

Windows Server 2012 R2 Hyper-V over VMware vSphere 5.5 whitepaper. 

Management Comparison 

 

Table 4 – Comparing Management Capabilities for Exchange 

Firstly, we discussed monitoring, and the powerful role that Operations Manager can provide to gather deep and 

meaningful information about the entire infrastructure, along with Exchange specific metrics and health 

information.  Only Microsoft provides a free management pack, to gather this Exchange-specific information, and 

these management packs are built by the teams that engineer Exchange itself.  VMware however, rely on their 

own experience of Exchange in order to provide their basic monitoring capabilities and metrics.  This doesn’t 

compare well with Microsoft’s deep Exchange insight, along with rich presentation of Exchange-focused 

information through views and dashboards. 

With System Center Advisor, Microsoft provides a cloud service that helps you to run your key workloads more 

efficiently, optimizing their configuration to avoid potential problems in the future.  Granted, as this is at the OS 

level, this would work for a Exchange VM running on vSphere also, however, it would provide no benefit to the 

vSphere hosts, but would help to avoid mis-configuration within the underlying Hyper-V environment. 

With System Center Orchestrator, Microsoft provides the ability to construct powerful, Exchange-specific runbooks 

to automate repetitive manual actions and tasks, freeing up valuable time for the Exchange admin.  Microsoft 

provides 2 key Integration Packs that contain a number of pre-defined Exchange-related activities which can 

accelerate the speed at which runbooks can be constructed, enabling, without the need for scripting, many manual 

Exchange tasks to be automated.  VMware on the other hand, provide no Exchange specific plug-in for their 

Orchestration technology, vCenter Orchestrator, meaning the customers and partners have to rely on scripting the 

key activities themselves, eating into valuable time. 

http://download.microsoft.com/download/E/8/E/E8ECBD78-F07A-4A6F-9401-AA1760ED6985/Competitive-Advantages-of-Windows-Server-Hyper-V-over-VMware-vSphere.pdf
http://download.microsoft.com/download/E/8/E/E8ECBD78-F07A-4A6F-9401-AA1760ED6985/Competitive-Advantages-of-Windows-Server-Hyper-V-over-VMware-vSphere.pdf
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With Data Protection Manager, customers have the ability to protect their Exchange VMs, and Exchange-level, at 

a granular level, to disk, tape and cloud.  Whilst VMware, with its new Data Protection Advanced SKU, which, itself, 

is an additional costly purchase on top of vSphere, they do provide Exchange-level protection, it’s only to disk, 

with no integration with tape, or public cloud services like Microsoft Azure. 

When it comes to deploying Exchange, we looked at how the use of Virtual Machine Manager’s Service Template 

capabilities enable a more accelerated deployment of Exchange 2013.  This Exchange 2013 CU2 Service Template 

for Virtual Machine Manager, built and provided by Microsoft, enables a streamlined provisioning of new Exchange 

servers, that is useful for development testing purposes, for deployment for a new customer if you’re a service 

provider, or if you want to scale your ongoing Exchange deployments in a standardized way.  VMware on the other 

hand, don’t provide any form of pre-constructed blueprint or template to assist with Exchange deployment, 

leaving it all to the customer to construct.  We also discussed an alternative to this model, in the form of the 

Windows Azure Pack.  The Windows Azure Pack, with its Exchange 2013 VMRole Gallery Item, enables a service 

provider or enterprise administrator to publish a gallery item for tenants to deploy their own Exchange Server 

2013 CU2 on Windows Server 2012.  Again, VMware provide nothing similar in this respect. 

Once the services have been deployed, the Exchange admin can access them directly via RDP, or, for more IT 

admin control, IT can provide a rich self-service experience for the Exchange admins to access their  respective 

machines.  Compare this with VMware, who provide a number of different self-service experiences, all of which 

provide overly complex experiences for what needs to be a streamlined, simple process to provide access to the 

appropriate resources, VMs and Exchange servers. 

Summary 
As you can see, when comparing Microsoft and VMware’s offerings for virtualizing, managing and maintaining an 

Exchange infrastructure, Microsoft delivers considerably more capability across virtualization and management 

than offered by VMware.  Microsoft’s deep relationships between it’s Windows Server, System Center, and 

Exchange product groups, ensure that customers benefit from a battle-tested, deeply integrated set of solutions 

that enable them to get the most from their investments in the platform, and ensure they deliver the best Exchange 

service within their IT infrastructures. 

http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/server-cloud/solutions/virtualizing-enterprise-applications.aspx
http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/server-cloud/solutions/virtualizing-enterprise-applications.aspx
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/jj614570.aspx

